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House Judiciary... 

I once heard a human complain they couldn't see the forest for the trees... 

Someone in the crowd said "the forest is the trees". Then it happened.... 

Someone seen a mushroom and the forest burst to life with rainbows, birds singing 

and more. 

Soon all the peoples were scouring the forest floors ,and to the tops of the tallest 

oldest trees... 

they expounded as they were enlightened and their awareness was heightened. 

But what was seen was not reality... 

For in the forest among the peaceful were the diseased in various degrees :(   

Some things in the forest lurked in the shadows (be they man or beast). 

Reality is a balance but was lost among the trees. 

In Alaska I was told beware of the Bear... but it is the moose who is the real threat 

there. 

People adapted, and animals do too. A deer can kill ya if it is of a mind too... 

and so it is of humans (sad but true). 

In the forests we learned , nature has rules. And to ignore the facts is the Folley of 

fools. 

World wide man makes rules and tools... world wide we seek peace among fools :( 

To have watched as Portland melts down... while City Admin and police just stand 

down. 

To watch and to see communities stand down as their communities' laws are not 

enforced 

on the ground... to see the courts, DA's fail in the melay... 

Well it makes a community wonder and say... 

Who the hell makes the rules, in the Natural order of today... 

A momma bear will avoid the fray... but her weapons will come out if you violate her 

way. 

So is true of a man or a fool 

Portland has failed the GOLDEN RULE...  and many have died because of the fools 

who  

think they can rule :(  

Historically said... 

March 5, 1836: “God Created Men and Sam Colt Made Them Equal!” 

Unlike animals... man has laws to judge the motive of man. 

As I watch Oregon legislature... the motives are not pure or just... 

And still it is true some people can't see the forest from among the trees :(  


